We introduce y^ and ¥% translates for functions in i(l¡C) andif2(/() where // is a Gaussian measure on a Banach space. With these translates and the Fourier-Wiener transforms defined by Cameron and Martin we obtain Wiener's closure theorem in Sf^(ji) and in ^¡(ji). Using the &,(fi) results we indicate the analogue of the Wiener-Pitt Tauberian theorems for this setup.
1. Introduction. Let p, be the Wiener measure on C[0, 1] and S£' 2(p) be the space of square integrable Borel functions with respect to p.. For /eJ5?2(ii), the Fourier-Wiener transform was defined by Cameron and Martin [3] . In this paper we extend this notion to abstract Wiener spaces [6] and obtain an analogue of Wiener's closure theorem [10] for áf2(u). Our main effort however is to obtain an analogue of Wiener's closure theorem for ^y (p) . From this theorem one can easily derive the Wiener-Pitt Tauberian theorem [8, p. 163] .
The paper is organized as follows. In §2, we introduce the notation and sketch the extension of the Fourier-Wiener transform to abstract Wiener space. In §3 we introduce the ^-closure theorem. The results on thê -closure theorem and the Tauberian theorem are given in the last section.
2. Preliminaries and notation. Let H be a real separable Hilbert-space and suppose \\-\\y is a measurable norm [5, p. 374] . Then it is known [6] that IHIj is weaker than ||-|| on H and the canonical Gaussian distribution on H induces a Gaussian measure ¡i on the Borel subsets of B, the completion of //under || -1| x. The triple (B, p., ||-||,) is called an abstract Wiener space [6] with generating Hubert space H.
If y is in B* (the topological dual of B) then the restriction of y to H is continuous on H because [| -|jx is weaker than ||-|| on H. Since H is dense in B, the restriction is a one-to-one linear map of B* into H*.
We shall identify B* with a subset of H* and II* with H. Now 5* is dense in //* = // since 5* separates points of H, and hence B* is dense in 5. Furthermore, since B and // are separable we have a countable set {a"} of B* such that {a"} is an orthonormal basis of H. Here orthogonality is with respect to inner product in H. For each n, (x, a"), xeB, will mean, of course, <x" applied to the vector x. Since anEB*^H and ||aj| = l, it follows that (•, an) is a bounded linear functional on B and that it has Gaussian distribution with mean zero and variance one with respect to the measure p on B. If hsH, we define n (x, h)~ = lim (x, hn) where (x, A") = 2ck(x, o.k) n k=l and ck=(h,o.k). We note that {(x,o.k)} is a sequence of independent Gaussian functions with mean zero and variance one, and 2s°=i cfc<c0, since hEH and {ocj is complete orthonormal set in H. This implies (x, h)ẽ xists for almost all xeB and it has a Gaussian distribution with mean zero and variance ||/i||2. Furthermore, it is easy to show that (x, h)ẽ quals (x, h) almost everywhere on B if hEB*, (x, h)~ is independent of the complete orthonormal set used in its definition, and finally, if hu We also remark that ¡Ff ^can be evaluated as in (2.1) for a much larger class of functionals than the polynomials indicated. Proof. We first assume that/is a polynomial in some of the variables {(x, a.k):k~^.\) where {a.k} is completely orthonormal in B*çH*. Then for heH we obtain f(y) = J/(V2* + 00 ¿fa)
= \\(UJ)(j2x + iy) dp(x) ■ expiry, h)~\ = exp^(y,h)~muhf)(y).
Here the translation by heH is handled as indicated due to the translation theorem [7, p. 435] . The following is our version of Wiener's theorem. Theorem 3.2. Let 2B be a translation invariant closedsubspace of¿¡C2(p) ; i.e., (7A3Bc2ß?y0/-each hEH. Then there exists a measurable subset E of B such that 2B=ME where ME={f\fE<£2(p) such that Ff(y)=0 a.e. [p] forallyEE}. Conversely, each MK is translation invariant. Further, MA = MB if and only ifp(AAB)=0.
Proof.
The converse being obvious from Lemma 3.1 we proceed to the direct part. We note that the proof is basically classical. Let 2B be a translation invariant closed subspace of 3?2(p). Let 9t=J^fflS. Since Jî s unitary, 91 is a closed subspace of áf2(p) and in view of Lemma 3.1, 31 is invariant under multiplication by eh(-). Let P be the orthogonal projection of^C2(/I) onto 3Î. Then/-Pf _¡_Pg for all/, gE¿?2(p) and since 3Î is invariant under multiplication by eh(-), we have, for all hEH, ¡ifix) -iPf)ix))iPg)ix)e_h(x) dp(x) = 0.
Jb
Since B*<^H, B is separable, and every (complex) measure on B is uniquely determined by its Fourier transform, the above equation implies that, for all/ gE^£2(p), f(x)(Pg)(x) = (Pf)(x)(Pg)(x) a.e. p.
Interchanging the roles off and g we obtain f(x)(Pg)(x) = g(x)(P/)(x) a.e. p. Taking g=l we get (Pf)(x) = <p(x)f(x) a.e. p for all / e &2(p), where <p(x) is the projection of the function identically one onto 9Î. But P2=P implies <p2=q> a.e. p. Hence <p(x)=0 or 1 a.e. p and we let E={x; 9»(x)=0}. Since/e5l iff/=P/= (pf we see that 9Î consists of those functions which vanish at least on E, giving $B=ME. The uniqueness part being simple is omitted. 
Proof.
Since ¿¡?2(p) is dense in £?p(p) is suffices to show the theorem in the case p=2. Let 2B be the closed subspace of I£2(p) generated by the j5?2-translates of / Then clearly 2B is translation invariant and since 2Ff(y)^ § with /¿-measure one 2B=M0 where 0 is the empty set. By definition Mz=SC2(p) so the proof is complete.
4. Translation in ¿¡Cx(p.) and a Tauberian theorem. The translation operation Uhf (heH) as used previously is an isometry on 3?2(p) onto ¿2(pt), but it is not an isometry in ^x(p) unless one has the trivial situation «=0. The translation for functions in ¿?y(p.) which is an isometry is the following:
That it is an isometry from ^Cy(p) onto S£y(p) follows easily from the translation theorem of Cameron-Martin for this setting [7, p. 435 ]. As we shall see later it also behaves nicely with respect to convolution. Now the Fourier-Wiener transform of the translate Whf (assuming / is in ¿£2(p.) so that J^/is defined) does not retain the crucial property of Lemma 3.1. However, if we use a slightly modified Fourier-Wiener transform we can obtain a similar result.
We now define the .Sfi-Fourier-Wiener transform of a function feJ?y(p) by We are now ready to prove a theorem for the .^-transform and SPytranslates. As one might guess we make use of Wiener's original theorem in some way. We also point out that the ^-transform in (4.2) is closely related to the Fourier-Wiener transform of Cameron and Martin in [2] which was subsequently modified in Also from (4.12) and the fact that feSf x(p) we get that Lk, Yk are in &x(p) providedf-ßO.
We say that feHfx(p) is negligibly split iff is splittable and for every e>0, there exists a k such that f HVrx) -Jb 11 dp(x) < e.
Again arguing as in Theorem 4.1 we can now assume that m=Nk. Also we have (4.14) &Jiy) = ^¿¿yWf^e^12, y EH. B I 3=1 dp(x) = f I Ic^Mx) I dp(x) ■ f |I\(x) -1| dp(x)
Jb I 3=i Jb
[jVwi dp(x) + el Xe.
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where the third equality follows from the translation theorem [7, p. 435 ].
Hence (2) holds.
We now state a Tauberian theorem for abstract Wiener spaces. Its proof is exactly as in [10, p. 285] if one uses the definition of convolution in (4.17) and the ^-translates.
If q> is defined on B we say lim^^ cp(x)=c if for each e>0 there exists a bounded set E such that \cp(x)-c\<e on B-E. Then, iff is negligibly split, we have lim g*(p(x) = c JB g(x) dfx{x) for all
As a final remark we mention that Pitt's Tauberian theorem, as it appears in [8, p. 163] , can also be proved in this setting. Here, however, we would define slowly oscillating in terms of a norm bounded set and a norm bounded neighborhood of zero. Since open subsets of B have positive /¿-measure the proof is as in [8] .
